**Important Health Warning: Photosensitive Seizures**

A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video games. Even people with no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed condition that can cause “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video games. Symptoms can include light-headedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, momentary loss of awareness, and loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking nearby objects. **Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these symptoms.**

Parents, watch for or ask children about these symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely to experience these seizures. The risk may be reduced by being farther from the screen; using a smaller screen; playing in a well-lit room, and not playing when drowsy or fatigued. If you or any relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor before playing.
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GAME CONTROLLER
Xbox 360 Controller

LT Aim Down Sight
LB Throw Special Grenade
RB Throw Frag Grenade
X Use/Reload
B Crouch/Prone
A Jump
Y Switch Weapon
C Look, Click for Melee Attack
L Move, Click to Sprint
 Inventory
Scoreboard (Multiplayer Only)

Xbox Guide

START Objectives Menu

Strike Force Controls

LB Nearby Units Follow Player, Hold for All Units to Follow Player
(Tactical View Only) Move Across Tactical View Map
BACK Enter/Leave Tactical

(Tactical View Only) Change Angle on Tactical View Map
Sets Waypoint for Unit Type, Hold to Control Unit
MAIN MENU
Choose between the Campaign, Multiplayer and Zombies.

CAMPAIGN
Pick up where Call of Duty: Black Ops ended and continue the single player experience in the Call of Duty: Black Ops II campaign. From the Campaign menu you can resume your most recent campaign or start a new one. You may also use the Mission Select option to reply an already completed mission at any difficulty.

*Note: Black Ops II uses an automatic checkpoint save system to save your game progress. You may also choose to use the Save and Quit option from the in-game Pause menu.*

STRIKE FORCE
Strike Force missions in Call of Duty: Black Ops II offer a new and innovative spin on traditional Call of Duty single-player combat by melding real-time strategy tactics with tried and true first-person shooter functionality. Take on special story-related missions and complete them as either front-line soldier, top-down battlefield commander, or a variety of unique wartime drones. Succeed and bring victory to your country; fail and watch the consequences play out alongside the main campaign storyline.

MULTIPLAYER
Compete with other Call of Duty: Black Ops II players online and locally in a variety of maps and game modes in Multiplayer (MP). Unlock new weapons, attachments, perks and rank up in MP!

ZOMBIES (1-8 PLAYERS)
Survive the Zombies hordes alone, cooperatively or competitively in the new and expanded Call of Duty: Black Ops II Zombies experience. Group up with friends to repel waves of increasingly deadly Zombies in the traditional Survival mode, compete against another team of Zombie apocalypse survivors in an epic battle to be the last group standing in the brand new Grief mode, or experience a whole new level of Zombies strategy in TranZit, the first ever Zombies campaign. But be warned: there are more than just Zombies lurking in the town of Green Run…

OPTIONS
Adjust the game’s settings to suit individual preferences. Adjustable options include: controller settings, aim assist, look sensitivity, graphic content filter, and subtitles.

STEREOSCOPIC 3D
Call of Duty: Black Ops II supports stereoscopic 3D gameplay, which can be toggled on/off from within the Options menu. Please note that a 3D capable television and accompanying active shutter 3D supported glasses are required to experience the game in 3D. Consult your 3D TV manufacturer’s instructions for more information on enabling 3D viewing.
**CAUTION!**

3D Safety Precautions: Some people may experience discomfort (including eye strain, eye fatigue, or nausea) while playing stereoscopic 3D games on 3D televisions. If you experience such discomfort you should immediately discontinue viewing and gameplay until the discomfort subsides.

Generally we recommend that you avoid prolonged gameplay and take 15 minute breaks during each hour of play or viewing. However, the length and frequency of necessary breaks may vary from person to person – please take breaks that are long enough to allow any feelings of discomfort to subside. If you experience serious discomfort or pain or if symptoms persist, stop gameplay immediately and consult your doctor.

Always follow the safety precaution information and use instructions supplied with your 3D television and 3D glasses for proper usage.

---

**HEADS-UP DISPLAY**

1. **Mini-Map** – Shows map of local area plus locations of friendlies and known hostiles.
2. **Match Info** – Displays current score, team icon and the time remaining in match. (MP Only)
3. **Grenade Indicator** – Icon warning you that there is a grenade nearby, arrow indicates the location of the grenade.
4. **Crosshair** – Indicates where you are currently pointing your weapon. Turns red when positioned over an enemy, green when positioned over a friendly. Walking or running causes the crosshair to grow wider or sometimes disappear altogether, indicating a loss of accuracy. Stopping movement, crouching and going prone increase accuracy.*
5. **Use Icon** – This only appears when you are near a weapon or interactive object, indicates what button to press to interact with the weapon or object.

6. **Scorestreak Inventory** – Indicates how many points you need to acquire the next Scorestreak, and which Scorestreaks you have chosen to be able to earn during the match. Any acquired Scorestreak can be used in the Scorestreak Inventory by pressing up or down on the D-Pad to cycle through them and pressing right on the D-Pad to equip them.

7. **Weapon Indicator** – Indicates which weapon you are currently using.

8. **Ammo Count** – Shows remaining bullets for currently equipped weapon, as well as remaining grenade supplies.

9. **Inventory** – Displays equipment and/or weapon attachments that are currently available.

10. **Damage Indicator** – Red marker shows that you are taking damage and the direction the damage is coming from. *(See Health System, on page PAGEHERE). NOT PICTURED ABOVE*

   *Note: When you press the ADS button, you will aim down the sights or scope of your weapon. This will greatly increase your accuracy and decrease your movement speed. While in ADS the crosshair will disappear.*

**HEALTH SYSTEM**

When you take damage from enemy fire, blood splatter will appear and the damage indicator will show you the direction the fire is coming from. As more damage is sustained the screen will grow redder, you will hear your heart rate increase, and your breathing will grow heavy. If you can cover and avoid enemy fire you will slowly recover from the damage and be able to continue at full strength.

**PAUSE/OBJECTIVE SCREEN**

Press the button any time in Campaign or Zombies to pause the game and access this menu. From here you may access game Options, restart the current level or save and quit to the Main Menu.

**MULTIPLAYER OBJECTIVES SCREEN**

Call of Duty: Black Ops II cannot be paused while playing in MP mode. Pressing in MP will bring up a menu that will allow you to choose a new class (taking effect on your next spawn), view the description of your current game mode, and access the Options menu. Keep in mind that the MP match is still live in the background when you are in this screen.

**CALLING CARD (MP ONLY)**

Access your Calling Card to create your own custom Emblem that will represent your persona online. View Recent Games you or your friends have played and save them to your File Share for safe keeping. You can view and rate other Films, Clips, Screenshots, and Custom Games created by members of the Call of Duty: Black Ops II community.

You can also view all your key game statistics in the Combat Record, check your progress against the in-game Challenges, view the game Leaderboards, and create a Clan Tag all from within the Calling Card.
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Marquis Cannon
Team Todd
Suzanne Todd
Juliana Hayes
Jerrold Green
Bill Beasley from American Defense Enterprises
Jared Chandler from Combat Films/Sacred Sword Inc.
Larry Zanoff from Independent Studio Services
Off Base Productions
Ricardo Romero
Jason Posada
Rodrigo Mora
Victor Lopez
Isaac Lee Weichert and the Weichert Family
Jared Chandler from Combat Films/Sacred Sword Inc.
Andre Sepulveda
Glenn Oliver
Sylvain Doreau
Stephen Sanders
Jeff Parker
Tenben, Inc.
Xpec Entertainment
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc
EOTech
Remington Arms Company, Inc.
Colt's Manufacturing Company
Barrett Firearms Manufacturing
Kryptek
HyperStealth Biotechnology Corporation
Eon Interactive
Firelight Technologies
Riot Atlanta
Method Studios
Havok
Ncompass
NJLive

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Senior Director, Quality Assurance
Christopher D. Wilson

QUALITY ASSURANCE, FUNCTIONALITY EL SEGUNDO
QA Manager
Glenn Vistante

QA Senior Project Leads
Jeff Roper
James Lara

QA Senior Testers
Giancarlo Contreras
Jay Menconi
Johnny Kim
Pedro Aguilar
Ryan Trondsen
Sung Yoo

QA Testers
Aaron J. Ravelo
Adan S. Carta
Alicia Hopson
Altheria Weaver
Andrew Taqtmeyer
Andy Milenovic
Antoine Leroux
Antonio Whitfield
Armen Zeynalvand
Brandon Morrison
Brian Boswell
Brian Cutts
Brian Kim
Brian Urbina
Cameron Razavi
Chase J. Hall
Chris Haley
Christian Baptiste
Ciarra Ingles
Colin Bennett
Conor Fallen Bailey
Corey A. Rogers
Cynthia Ibarra
Daniel Helwig
David O'Brien
David Solomon
Diego Carrillo
Dustin Loudon
EJ Alcantara
Eric Kelly
Eric Lifers
Eugene Cha
Evan Chiang
Frederick Guese
Gary Jones
Glen McKinney
Greg Sands
Hector Gonzalez
Henry Chi
Henry Dykstra
Isaac Escobar
Isaias Llamas

REPRESENTATIONS
QA IT Technicians
Nicolas M. Careau
Stéphane Elie
Hugo Roy

Admin Technicians
Josée Laboissonnière

HR Manager
Antoine Lépine

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS GROUP

TRG Manager
John Rosser

TRG Submissions Leads
Dustin Carter

TRG Submissions Adjutants
Richard Tom

TRG Senior Platform Leads
Sasan “Sauce” Helmi
Teak Holley

TRG Platform Leads
Brian Bensi

TRG Testers
Colin Kawakami
Daniel Angers
Elias Uribe
Jason Garza
Jonathan Butcher
Kirt Sanchez
Lucas Goodman
Matthew Haugen
Michael Laursen
Scott Smith

QA CERTIFICATION GROUP
QA Certification Group
Project Lead
Matt Ryan

QA Certification Group Testers
Christian Vasco
Steve Stoker
Matthew Stockwell

QA NETWORK LAB

QA Network Lab Project Leads
Leonard Rodriguez

QA Network Lab Senior Tester
Bryan Chice

QA COMPATIBILITY LAB

QA-CL Lab Project Lead
Eric Stanzione

QA-CL Lab Testers
Carlos Monroy

QA AUDIO VISUAL LAB

QA AV Lab Senior Tester
Cliff Hooper

QA TECHNOLOGY GROUP

Director, Quality Assurance
Jason Wong
Sr. Manager, QA Technologies
Indra Yee

QA Applications Programmers
Brad Saavedra
Ari Epstein

QA Tester
Paul Taniguchi

QA DATABASE ADMINISTRATION GROUP

Senior Lead Database Administrator
Jeremy Richards
Lead Database Administrator
Kelly Hufnifne

QA-MIS

QA-MIS Senior Technician
Teddy Hwang

QA-MIS Technicians
Gary Washington
Elliott Ehlig
Danny Feng

QA MASTERING LAB

QA Mastering Lab Technicians
Kai Hsu

CUSTOMER CARE

Senior Director, Customer Care
Tim Rondeau

Senior Manager, Service Design and Supportability
Paul Boustany

Senior Manager, Web Strategy & Support Solutions
Melanie Marcell

Senior Manager, Service Delivery and Advocacy
Noel Feliciano

Senior Manager, Service Delivery International
Christian Brand

Senior Manager, Player Engagement
Khalid Asher

Manager, Global Training and Quality
Rozanne Gallegos

Trainer, Global Player Support
Pedro Pulido

Customer Experience Program Managers
Samantha Wood
Chuck McNamee
Kevin Crawford

Supportability Analyst
Kirk Mcnesby

Supervisor, Player Advocacy
Russell Johnson

Player Advocacy Group
Dov Carson
Guillermo Hernandez
Jack Baldul
Louis Blackwell
Ruth Bemanji

Supervisor, Social and Community
Miguel Vega

Social and Community Team
Salvador Magana
Maximiliano Murillo
Tang Roger

Vendor Relationship Administrators
Jeff Walsh
Sjoord van den Berg
Administrator, Warranty & Logistics
Mike Dangerfield

Administrator, Systems
Sam Akiki

Project Manager
Philip Chung

Content Coordinator
T’Challa Jackson

Associate
Supportability Engineer
Jonathan Albaugh

Associate Systems Analyst
Quang Tran

QA SPECIAL THANKS

Abby Alvarado
Maria Gonzalez
Rachel Levine
Rachel Overton
Marc Williams
Shara Jones
Louise Grace
Rose Clarke,
Jonathan Piché
Jérôme Bélisle

ORCHESTRA AND
MUSICAL SCORE

Abbey Road
Recorded by: Joel Iwataki
Score Supervisor/Supervising Copyist: Ross deRoche
Session Supervisor/Budget Supervisor: Audrey deRoche
Booth Supervisor: Neal Desby
Score Recordist: Gordon Davidson
Assistant Score Recordist: Seb Truman
Assistant Score Recordist: Jamie Ashton
Orchestra Contractor: Isobel Griffiths
Assistant Orchestra Contractor: Charlotte Matthews
Librarian: Jill Streater
Orchestra Accountant: Mandy Hadler

Trevor Morris Studios
Mixed by: Joel Iwataki
Mix Recordist: Phil McGowan

Raul Menendez Theme (“Niño Precioso”) arr. by: Jack Wall & Neal Desby

Black Ops 2 Theme* composed and produced by: Trent Reznor
*Orchestral arrangement by: Timothy Williams & Jonathan deRoche
*Conducted by: Jack Wall

Additional Music: Jimmy (Big Giant Circles) Hinson, Sergio Jimenez Lacima

Select Tracks Mastered by:
John Rodd

Vocal Contractor: Nancy Clayton
Institutional Soloists:
Pakistan bowed Guitarviol:
Loga Ramin Torkian
Percussion: Jamie Papish,
MB Gordy, Henrik Jakobsbsson,
Daniel de los Reyes
Duduk, Dizi (bamboo flutes),
Zourna: Chris Blieth
Lap Steel guitar: Jay Leach
Cello: John Galt
Electric Cello: Tina Guo
Flamenco Guitar on “Nino Precioso”: Gabriel Reyna
Flamenco Guitar in Panama:
Edward Trybek
Electric Sitar in Pakistan:
Edward Trybek
Chapman Stick in Yemen:
Larry Tuttle
Flamenco Guitar in Nicaragua:
Ramon Stagnaro

Orchestra Musicians:

Violins
Leader - Perry Montague-Mason
Leader of 2nds - Roger Garland
Allison Kelly
John Bradbury
Rolf Wilson
Mark Berrow
Dave Woodcock
Jonathan Rees
Tom Piggott-Smith
Cathy Thompson
Dai Emanuel
Robin Brightman
Dermot Crehan
Jim McLeod
Emil Chakalov
Paul Willey
Jonathan Evans-Jones
Dorina Markoff
Pauline Lowbury
Natalia Bonner
David Ogden
Debbie Preece
Harriet Davies
Gillian Findlay
Laura Melhuish
Dave Williams
Simon Baggs
Jonathan Strange
Debbie Widdup
Sonia Slany
Manon Derome
Katherine Mayes
Emlyn Singleton (10th) / Debbi Widdup (11th)

Violas
1st - Peter Lale
Katie Wilkinson
Clare Finnimore
Rachel Bolt
Andy Parker
Paul Cassidy
George Robertson
Chris Pittsillides
Reiad Chibah
Don McVay
Jon Thorne
Morgan Goff
Gustav Clarkson
Steve Wright
Rusen Gunes

Celli
1st - Anthony Pleeth
Martin Loveday
Caroline Dale
John Heley
Frank Slaefer
Chris Worsay
Paul Kegg
Sophie Harris
Tony Woolard
James Potter
Tony Lewis (10th) / Jonathan Tunnell (11th)

Basses
1st - Chris Laurence
Stacey Watton
Steve Mair
Richard Pryce
Steve McManus
Steve Williams
Roger Linley
Steve Rossell

Flute/Piccolo
Karen Jones (ex 11th 2-5 = Eliza Marshall)

Flute
Helen Keen
Eliza Marshall (14th) / Helen Keen (15th)

Oboe
David Theodore (10th) / Daniel Bates (11th)

Oboe/Cor Anglais
Jane Marshall

Clarinet
Nicholas Bucknall

Clarinet/Bass Clarinet
Dave Fuest

Bassoon
Richard Skinner
CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Note: Please do not contact Customer Support for hints/codes/cheats; only technical issues.
Internet: http://www.activision.com/support

Our support section of the web has the most up-to-date information available. We update the support pages daily, so please check here first for solutions. If you cannot find an answer to your issue, you can submit a question/incident to us using the online support form. A response may take anywhere from 24–72 hours depending on the volume of messages we receive and the nature of your problem.

Note: all support is handled in English only. Note: The on-line multiplayer component of Activision games are handled only through web support. Phone: (800) 225-6588

You can call our 24-hour automated voice system for answers to our most frequently asked questions at the above number. Contact a Customer Support representative at the same number between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. (Pacific Time), Monday through Friday, except holidays.

Please see the Limited Warranty contained within our Software License Agreement for warranty replacements. We recommend that you first contact an Activision Technical Support Representative by phone or internet before sending your product to us. In many cases, a replacement is not necessary to resolve your problem. Our support representatives will help you determine if a replacement is necessary. If a replacement is appropriate we can issue you an Incident/Reference number to help process your replacement. Non-warranty game returns/refunds should be dealt with by the retailer or online site where you purchased the product.

To view a full length manual, including credits, visit www.activision.com/en_US/manuals
Xbox 360® console, and accessory manuals for important safety and health information when using video games. Even people with no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an increased susceptibility to photosensitization when playing video games. Farther from the screen; using a smaller screen; playing in a well-lit room, and not playing with the lights off or in a dark room can help prevent photosensitivity. Symptoms can include light-headedness, altered vision, or no symptoms at all. If you or someone you know experiences any of these symptoms, consult a doctor before playing.

The Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) ratings are designed to provide appropriate guidance for consumers, especially parents, with concise, impartial guidance about the age-appropriateness and content of computer and video games. This information can help consumers make informed decisions about which games are suitable for their children and families.

ESRB ratings have two equal parts:

1. **Rating Symbols**
   - Age Range (e.g., E for Everyone, T for Teen)
   - Content Descriptors (e.g., Violence, Fantasy Violence)

2. **Descriptive Material**
   - Brief descriptions of elements in a game that may have triggered a photosensitive seizure in the past

Content Descriptors appear on the front of virtually every game box available for retail sale or online purchase. These descriptions help consumers identify potential risks or concerns.

IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY: USE OF THIS PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO THE SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS SET FORTH BELOW. “PROGRAM” INCLUDES THE SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE ASSOCIATED MEDIA, ANY PRINTED MATERIALS, AND ANY ON-LINE OR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTATION, AND ANY AND ALL COPIES AND DERIVATIVE WORKS OF SUCH SOFTWARE AND MATERIALS. BY OPENING THIS PACKAGE, AND/OR USING THE PROGRAM, YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE WITH ACTIVISION PUBLISHING, INC. (“ACTIVISION”).

LIMITED USE LICENSE. Activision grants you the non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited right and license to use one copy of this Program solely and exclusively for your personal use. All rights not specifically granted under this Agreement are reserved by Activision. This Program is licensed, not sold. Your license confers no title or ownership in this Program and should not be construed as a sale of any rights in this Program.

OWNERSHIP. All title, ownership rights and intellectual property rights in and to this Program and any and all copies thereof (including but not limited to any titles, computer code, themes, objects, characters, character names, stories, dialog, catch phrases, locations, concepts, artwork, animation, sounds, musical compositions, audio-visual effects, methods of operation, moral rights, and any related documentation, incorporated into this Program) are owned by Activision or its licensors.

This Program is protected by the copyright laws of the United States, international copyright treaties and conventions and other laws. This Program contains certain licensed materials and Activision’s licensors may protect their rights in the event of any violation of this Agreement.

YOU SHALL NOT:

- Exploit this Program or any of its parts commercially, including but not limited to use at a cyber cafe, computer gaming center or any other location-based site. Activision may offer a separate Site License Agreement to permit you to make this Program available for commercial use; see the contact information below.
- Sell, rent, lease, license, distribute or otherwise transfer this Program, or any copies of this Program, without the express prior written consent of Activision.
- Reverse engineer, derive source code, modify, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works of this Program, in whole or in part.
- Remove, disable or circumvent any proprietary notices or labels contained on or within the Program.
- Hack or modify (or attempt to modify or hack) the Program, or create, develop, modify, distribute or use any software programs, in order to gain (or allow others to gain) advantage of this Program in any on-line multiplayer game settings including but not limited to local area network or any other network play or on the internet.
- Export or re-export this Program or any copy or adaptation in violation of any applicable laws or regulations.

LIMITED SOFTWARE WARRANTY. Activision warrants to the original consumer purchaser of this Program that the recording medium on which the Program is recorded will be free from defects in material and workmanship for 90 days from the date of purchase. If the purchaser finds the recorded medium of the Program defective within 90 days of original purchase, Activision agrees to replace, free of charge, such recorded medium of the Program discovered to be defective within such period upon its receipt of the recorded medium of the Program, as long as the Program is still being manufactured by Activision. In the event that the Program is no longer available, Activision retains the right to substitute a similar product of equal or greater value. This warranty is limited to the recording medium of the Program as originally provided by Activision and is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect has arisen through abuse, mistreatment or neglect. This remedy is the purchaser’s sole, exclusive remedy; and is in lieu of all other express warranties. Any implied warranties on this product prescribed by statute, including but not limited to an implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are expressly limited in duration to the 90-day period described above. Activision reserves the right to modify this warranty prospectively at any time and from time to time in its sole discretion.

When returning the Software for warranty replacement, please contact us as follows:

For customers in North America: Please contact Activision Customer Support by telephone at 1-800-225-6588 or via the web at http://www.activision.com/support.

Customer Support will help you determine if a replacement is necessary. If a replacement is appropriate we will instruct you on the Return Material Authorization (“RMA”) process. As part of the RMA process you will be asked to send: (1) the original Software disks (not including manual or case) sent only in protective packaging and include; (2) photocopy of your dated sales receipt; (3) your name and return address typed or clearly printed; (4) a brief note describing the defect, the problem(s) you are encountering, and the system on which you are running the Software; and (5) the incident number given to you by Customer Support.

Note: Certified mail recommended. In the United States, send to:

Warranty Replacements
100 N. Sepulveda Blvd, Suite 900
El Segundo, CA 90245

LIMITATION ON DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT WILL ACTIVISION BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING DAMAGES TO PROPERTY, LOSS OF GOODWILL, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION AND, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, DAMAGES FOR PERSONAL INJURIES, EVEN IF ACTIVISION HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. ACTIVISION’S LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID FOR THE LICENSE TO USE THIS PROGRAM. SOME STATES/COUNTRIES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS AND/OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND/OR EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM JURISDICTION TO JURISDICTION.
WebM
Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided
that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Uses Bink Video. Copyright ©1997-2010 by RAD Game Tools, Inc.

© 2012 Activision Publishing, Inc. ACTIVISION, CALL OF DUTY, CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS and stylized
roman numeral II are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. Activision makes no guarantees regarding
the availability of online play and may modify or discontinue online service in its discretion without
notice, including for example, ceasing online service for economic reasons due to a limited number of
players continuing to make use of the service over time.

24